
Water Trails
Second research route and pilgrimage
Quebrada Barichara

Report

Our second participatory research action route and children's pilgrimage on the Water
Trails project was developed amidst a national chaos. The structural order that was
holding loosely during the Covid crisis broke when the national government tried to issue
a radical tax reform that touched a popular sore spot of governmental exclusion and
inequity. A massive strike was created as a response, and road blockages all over the
country transformed the regular course of trade, movement and over all lifestyles. Isolated
in a sense from all of this by its geographical location, the town of Barichara was an ideal
place from which to imagine plausible alternatives. We had two major considerations that
were important for us in order to prepare for our next pilgrimage, and to think about
alternatives:

1. How can we transform the notion of state into territories – as pluralities conceived
in terms of socio-ecological interdependence?

2. How can we transform our notion of government into governances – again as
pluralities, open to diversity, and crafted in the service of the caring of the wellbeing
of people and territory? How can water help us to do so?

We began dreaming of water-centered systems of governance, where watersheds could
become a “basin of relationships” and where the water course and its zone of influence
could inform the type of inter-dependence from which to create local systems of
care-oriented governance. It seemed ideal that our next walk would be along the
Barichara Creek basin, the biggest body of water in the municipality.

Of course, amidst such a scenario our process was not devoid of challenges. Invitations and
publicity were hard, and we had only a few people confirmed a week before our walking.
Moreover, right in this threshold, the town was passing through its highest Covid infection
crisis; so the research in itself was difficult to collect as we had less access to our
constituents, especially to the elders and thus to the realms of memory. Nonetheless, via
telephone conversations and a few personal talks, we were able to identify both the trail
and the actors with whom we had to collaborate with in order to plan the next route.

First day:

Our walk began at the Pozo del Obispo (Well of the Bishop) –for some it’s referred to
more as El Kiosco, as the Pozo itself was allegedly located further upstream and became
dry when its former owner filled it with dirt 30 or 40 years ago to avoid unwanted
visitors who were a threat to his crops.
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This is an interesting parallel in relation to our previous research, which showed that
around that same time frame,some of the mayor’s interventions on the Quebrada La
Toma were made and it was simultaneously when the productivity mindset seemed to
take its greatest toll on the course of water.
The name El Kiosco (the hut) refers to an abandoned construction project that used to be a
place where children from Aquileo Parra public school would come on their field trips.
Today there is nothing left from the Kiosco except for the ruins of the cemented pillars and
a series of moss-covered tables and chairs that stand some 20-30 meters by the shore of
the creek. Surrounding those tables, there is one of the most beautiful stretches of old
growth forest in the region. Huge Caracoli trees (Anacardium excelsum) tower above,
while all sorts of bushes cover the ground below .

The creek runs brown with traces of erosion from all of its influence area, as well as from
contamination, yet at certain spots it is still possible to see small fish. Near the abandoned
construction, there is a gift: a small wellspring of mineral water bubbling within a stone
well. With a completely clear 2 meter depth, this small source of water is a beacon of hope
next to the creek, and a trace into the memory when all of the drinking water was sourced
locally and neighbors had to convene and together take care of the water in this place.
Days before a walk we had a conversation with a local partner regarding where GIS
information pertaining to sustainability in the region should be kept. For me the answer
was evident: in the memory and imagination of the children- that is the only place it made
sense. So as we were leaving the wellspring, we asked all of the children to “store” this
image in their minds, so they could recreate it further on, whenever we may need to
activate or regenerate places like this.

Today this place is a “Commonality” and here tensions of governance invisibility exists.
On one hand, management of the (?Creek? Well? water?) is legally the responsibility of
the local government. However, in reality, such responsibility is very absent. This absence
of care also affects the immediate neighbors, as hoses enter and leave this wellspring
carrying water to be used elsewhere.

As we entered, with a group of 18 adults and 15 children, we were neither government nor
immediate neighbors. We represented the community looking out for its waters; entering
the place and initiating our walk here, with the five principles that define our work as
Water Trails, and inform how we walk:

1. We put water (life) in the center

2. We let ourselves be guided by the children (the vital expression of a healthy future)

3. We walk with a no-enemy stance, and consider ourselves and all other actors as
co-responsible parties of our water

4. We let ourselves be transformed by our processes and own up to the responsibility to
changing ourselves in order to change the reality of our waters
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5. We listen. We listen to ourselves, to each other, and to the land where we walk, trusting
that the answers we seek will emerge from the listening.

Walking like this (using the five guiding principles), we activated a sort of neutrality, from
which both local authorities and immediate neighbors granted us permission to walk upon
“their part of the creek.”
How can governance be addressed here? Who are the ideal actors to imagine the future of
this place? Is this place better left unseen? How can value be understood and cared for
here? How can children and future generations benefit from the life and radiance that still
exist here? These were some of the questions we held while we were walking.

As we were leaving the Pozo del Obispo, we entered the “Lavadero´s” (car washing)
terrain. Here, an intergenerationally owned piece of land had been destined to be used as a
Car Washing place, due to its proximity to the creek. There is a concrete dam that creates a
medium size reservoir right on the creek´s edge,  where water used to be taken out for car
washing. Today, water is taken out of the Pozo del Obispo well. Oil and soap spill unfiltered
into the creek, as three generations have worked  by hand in the Car Washing space. The
grandson with whom we initially spoke is in charge of the cars; the grandparent we found
tending to some chickens that had an open range on the shores of the creek. As we asked
for permission, the grandfather went as far as offering that he could mow the high pasture
to create a trail for us to cross from the Pozo del Obispo to their place. On the day of our
walk, the trail he created for us was there, and we bowed in respect to the hospitality and
trust with which we were received. As we crossed the hoses that spilled the dirty water
onto the creek, we wondered how to support this family and use constructively the fact
that there was such a centralization of contamination emerging from this place. Some of
the walkers began talking about bio-filters and community processes, and as we left this
place I wrote to the grandson to ask if they would be interested in talking about receiving
support in creating some filters for the water that comes out from the car wash. He said
“yes”. Here again emerged diversities in terms of governance. From a regular viewpoint, the
governmental strategy is either to neglect attention or condemn, by means of
environmental fines. From a community governance viewpoint, we found it much more
interesting to explore ways of mutual support around common water care, and by-passing
legalities that seldom work in this place.

After our experience in the car wash, we entered the last part of the trail on our first day of
walking. We crossed from “El Paso” to “Chorreras.” Legend says “Chorreras” used to be a
sacred bathing place for the Guane people, and its majestic natural pools truly give it that
sense. The land is officially “owned” by the Asociacion Aquileo Parra, an association that
bought it some two or three decades ago, using the revenue they obtain from the cultural
parties they held. Today a restaurant exists in this place, and a beautiful forest surrounds it.
Here the Quebrada del Hueso o el Garbanzo, meets into the Barichara Creek, up where
there is another small dam that creates a medium size pool. Our last part of the walk was
the most challenging. We offered the suggestion that we use this last stretch to think about
water imaginations and the future of the creek. Despite the fact that the trail was less than
500 meters (⅓ of a mile) in length, it took us nearly an hour to walk it. As an oracle, our
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walking revealed a long and challenging path among many stepping stones, where children
were taking the lead, and where solidarity, reciprocity and persistence were an essential
part of the thread. Finally we arrived at the “ceremonial” baths where the sound of
towering water, and the children´s exclamations of triumph, held us in a sweet
meditation.We finished the day in a silent space of communion with the song of the
running creek.

Second Day:

The second day began at Puente Viejo (Old Bridge). All of our walkers met in a place that
used to be the main crossing of the Barichara Creek, from where Royal Roads to the many
Veredas and the town of Cabrera, began. The bridge shows several architectural traces
that speak of a series of reforms over the course of the years. From our conversations with
the Cultural Office of the Municipality, we know this place is a priority in terms of
historical tourism, however it is rarely visited and still serves its ancestral use. We met
here with a group that encompassed several of the participants of the previous walk, plus
some new faces, and our special partners for this walk: Sebastian Torres and the Respira
team.

Respira is a local project for a circular economy. Created two years ago, Respira received
and adapted the model from the international award winning project Bancalimentos.
Supported by several people from the community, Sebastian travelled and met
Bancalimentos’ founder, and they created an alliance for the creation of MercaRespira. Here
people can exchange recycled materials for credit that they can use to buy groceries,
children´s utensils, among other things. Sebastian is a local young man, who grew up in
Barichara and did his BA in Ecology in Bogota. He represents a generation of patiamarillos
that studied abroad and have returned with visionary leadership to recreate some of the
realities in the town. We partnered with Respira partially in order to address through
practical, creative and hand-on approaches the reality of contamination that we knew we
would find on this walk. We decided that we would do a cleaning of the creek as we walked,
so as we began, each of the participants was given a burlap sack to collect trash. Respira
would later select and recycle what we found, and provide metrics as to how much trash
was retrieved from the water.

We began speaking about circularity in economy and in nature, and the concept that all
contamination are simply resources that have been misplaced, inviting the participants to
think on the replacement of the many resources that we would see ahead. We had had
confirmation of participation from the mayor's office, the town´s council and the local
aqueduct, however none of them came. We began walking alongside the road, and many
of the people passing expressed their gratitude and appreciated us for the work of
cleaning up the trash. The amplitude of the path offered a space for group walking, and
many interesting conversations took place among the many environmental leaders that
were partaking in the walk.

We followed Barichara Creek westward and passed by two small creeks: Los Fiques and
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a smaller one that is borne from El Salitre. Los Fiques creek is one of the last remaining
tributaries of the Barichara Creek that has water year- round. Borne from La Hormiga
Reserva – a twenty-year old reforestation project- los Fiques is an excellent example of
how reforestation upstream preserves water-flow.
Apart from the environmental leaders and other local partners, we had also the presence
of Diego, the grandson of Nicodemo, the creator of the iconic vine baskets. The baskets
that were an endemic design from his grandfather in response to a homework that his
granddaughter brought from school, became with time a staple of the town´s cultural
identity. Today Diego is receiving the relay of his grandfather´s business and beginning to
think how to stabilize and regenerate the supply of the vine from where they create their
baskets. His presence offered us the reflection on how culture is created through creative
intergenerational exchanges, and how cultural creation around earth care and water care
are essential for the future.

Less than mile away from Puente Viejo, we found our first base camp. The town’s
Slaughter House was being transformed into Respira´s Recycling facility. Initially an
investment of over 3 thousands million pesos, the facility never worked for its intended
use. All of its pipes got clogged with the first sacrifice and since then it had several
miss-uses including goat grazing, chicken farming and debris dumping. After intense
negotiations, Respira managed to get a 5 year concession of use of the facility, including
not only a large warehouse type of building, but also nearly 1 hectare of land that will be
destined for reforestation on the edge of the creek. Here again the relevance of visionary
leadership became evident. Respira redeemed the public resources that were
miss-invested in this place, and the project holds a great promise of turning into a
reference point for circular economy, ecological regeneration and green design. We were
among the first groups to come and witness the new possibilities of this place, and after
Sebastian’s presentation of the dream and the context, the conversation quickly turned
into a collective brain-storm of dreams and opportunities of what can emerge here.
Located right next to the town’s obsolete Wastewater Treatment Facility, this place
seemed like an acupuncture spot to transform the mentality of waste.

We enjoyed some snacks that they had prepared and then walked down to the Wastewater
Treatment Facility that´s located no more than 20 meters away from the creek. The history
here is tragic. After a 6 million investment, the Treatment Facility apparently never
worked. Conceived as an anaerobic system with a combustion fume to transform the gases,
today the main chamber has more than a dozen leaks and the fume does not seem to work.
The water comes out, actually more contaminated than before, and pours directly onto the
creek right by the edge of the cliff. Wastewater becomes mixed with rainwater in the town’s
streets, so when it rains, the system overflows, and as we walked we could see all types of
residues on the ground. When we tried to offer support in creating solutions for the
Mayor´s office a year ago, we learned from the Secretary of Planning, that a lawsuit is in
place for the guarantee of the construction. Allegedly, until that lawsuit is resolved –which
in Colombian courts can take many years – it is not legally convenient to intervene or try to
fix anything in the facility.
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Corruption is considered to be the main reason for this state of affairs, however the
causes of corruption run deep The corruption has to do with education, cultural traces of
colonization, and in general our notion and approach on power, government and
governance. Here in relation to colonization, it is interesting to note that this confusion
between rivers and sewage systems dates back to that point; as most indigenous
traditional cultures in Colombia, do not defecate in their water. Running water, rivers and
creeks, are in fact “the cultural and spiritual axis of the people” and it would be a deeply
counter-cultural act to defecate in the water, regardless of how efficient the treatment
facility might be.

Barichara, on the other hand, was never a large indigenous town – it was a sacred site and
since the time of its foundation as a town, it has had a stone vault sewage system - "as good
as the one in London" said a master stonemason we interviewed. This system, since it was
created, uses the same strategy of "throwing overboard" on the edge of the cliff, the
wastewater of its population. This strategy, which after the failure of the PTAR, is the same
one that still works today, not only harms the entire watershed downstream, but is a
gigantic waste of water, and a possible major long-term problem as the population grows.

The PTAR, thus, represents a great challenge, from all perspectives, and being this journey
of cultural transformation, we decided to ask ourselves about the cultural causes of this
manifestation and more specifically, about what each one of us could do to transform
those causes. Crossing the Quebrada, still precious at this stage, we wondered (taking into
account the past and looking towards the future), if it is necessary to start by
re-evaluating the very idea of Black Water, or wastewater.

We dove into the forest and walked half an hour following the creek, until finally we
arrived below the first waterfall. Here trash accumulated on the basin, and a little clearing
served as a landing spot for all of us walkers. As a poetic device, and also as a way to
animate the river cleansing, we decided that we would bring over music to the creek. As a
way to re-introduce the human presence there and redeem with beauty the harm made, we
brought forth two folk musicians that played while the rest of us gathered trash from the
creek´s watershed. Chances are music had never been played down there – at least
certainly not in a long time; and we wondered with the children what would the possums,
the crickets, the frogs, and other creatures think of the music they played. Most of the
repertoire was folkloric Caribbean music – music that emerged to a great nest near the
ocean and the river, and it was beautiful to come together while listening to songs about
rivers.

The river cleansing lasted about two hours. Perhaps a dozen sacks of trash were retrieved
and most importantly a revitalization of the relationship was reenacted for all of those
that went down there. When looking at the huge waterfall one of the participants, a
woman who had lived 30 years in Barichara, looked around and said “Do you know? I
have never been down here in my whole life. I didn’t even know this place existed. Can you
imagine when these guys grow up, what they are going to say about this place? They are
not going to believe that at this time in history we couldn’t even bathe here. This place will
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turn into a Sanctuary, I can see it.” And her partner commented, watching the waterfall
where millions of liters of water gushed down the rocks“…. and to think that we were
considering bringing water from Chiribiti (from the mountain across the valley) to relieve
the water scarcity. If we care for what we have here, we have plenty of water!”

Across from where they were, two enthusiastic volunteers were head on with a mountain
of trash. I went around to bring more sacks, when suddenly one of them, with his eyes
gleaming said: “Look! Look! Look! There is a turtle down there. It is alive” Beneath the
trash there was a turtle digging what could´ve been a nest. “The memory is still present!-
he said- if we dig deep enough to see.” The children ran over to see it, and Alejo, one of the
oldest kids, closed off our session with his impression on all of this: (we were being
interviewed for a local tv channel that decided to join us down there) “…the turtle shows
us, that life is still happening in this place. There are life forms! There is hope! Life is still
possible and it can continue to be if we take our place, and protect these places and these
waters for the ones who are yet to come! It's completely possible and it's in our hands to do
so.”

We finished at noon and headed out, each carrying a sack full of trash, with the
strength from the sound of water ringing in our ears, and a general sense of
openness and hope, as we climbed back onto the main road.
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